Zetron REACH Solutions
Remote call handling and dispatch
for emergency communications

Facing The New Normal

Unprecedented public health crises have turned traditional notions of a “safe work environment” virtually upside down, and
Emergency Communications Center (ECC) workstation standards have unequivocally changed, perhaps forever, as a result.
Personnel shortages, physical distancing requirements, and erratic call volumes have all contributed to the need for improved
location and schedule flexibility for team members. But none of the omnipresent challenges to affording such flexibility to
ECCs have subsided, including constrained budgets, confined work spaces, limited access to next generation and easily remoteenabled technology, among others.
New disruptions combined with nagging legacy challenges are forcing a new normal that ECCs must adapt to.

Staying Safe And Connected

From incorporating physical distancing, to consistent sanitization, redesigning operational standards is necessary to
accommodate new workplace standards. Workstation geo-diversity is the new conventional, so being able to easily mobilize
call taking and dispatch positions to other rooms, facilities, or even the private residences of team members on a temporary,
permanent or “wait and see” basis, is now critical.
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The Conventional Communications Center

Zetron’s REACH Solutions provide
communications centers the flexibility to
enable core functions to be completed
remotely, without costly technology
overhauls or application retraining for
teams. Taking the capabilities of MAX
Call Taking and MAX Dispatch on the
go, where and when needed, is what
providing REACH is all about.

Flexibility Is Key

ECCs aren’t all the same, nor are their
remote workstation requirements.
REACH Solutions don’t corner
customers into a “one size fits all”
remote working scenario.
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Physical distancing and remote working requirements were not requirements of the conventional communications center.
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Configurability to easily adapt to the
specific wants and needs of each
agency has always been a hallmark of
MAX Solutions, and may now be more
important than ever. ECCs must get
creative to meet evolving workstation
needs, which means different things for
different agencies.
Common scenarios for emergency call
handling and dispatch diversity now
include:
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REACH Solutions help ECCs evolve workplace capabilities, including keeping the
team
connected and maintaining
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service continuity when, where and how needed.
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between shared multi-shift consoles hasn’t always been a
support, so full or partial console positions can generally
given. Creating safe working environments for in-person
be set-up as physical extensions of the main center with
teams now requires spreading things out, which may or
less risk of failure.
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Back-up centers and off-premise building space are trending
for remote team members has traditionally made it
as new part- or full-time locations for auxiliary workstations.
risky, costly and effort-intensive to make it a durable or
Whether for flexibility or contingency, there often isn’t
enduring operational reality for most agencies.
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While Zetron’s MAX Solutions have long met the needs
the main communications center. So back-up centers and
of scenarios A and B, REACH Solutions were developed
auxiliary workstations in other buildings are more now
to bring flexibility, functionality and continuity to
more prominent. Utilizing space in offsite facilities may also
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Making The Right Connection Made Easy

Whether utilizing the REACH Remote VPN or a different
means for connectivity, remotely accessing the same
highly configurable and user-friendly MAX Call Taking and
MAX Dispatch applications used at the communications
center consoles has never been easier.
Connectivity requirements and preferences often vary
based on individual agency policies, procedures and
support capabilities, so Zetron REACH solutions are
flexible and configurable to accommodate different
connection types for remote workstations. No matter the
preferred connectivity option, Zetron’s REACH solutions
make the critical communications systems used by
emergency services personnel available, when, where and
as needed.

REACH Remote VPN Package

REACH Solution components have a small and light physical footprint,
enabling a remote workstation to be quickly and easily packed, transported
and deployed where and when needed.
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Zetron’s REACH Solutions provide flexibility for emergency
services professionals to work remotely, safely and efficiently
while ensuring not a single call goes unanswered or any
critical field communication is missed, through the new
normal, or whatever challenges the next emergency brings.
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Remote emergency communications within REACH, visit
www.zetron.com/REACH for more information.

Laptop(s)

• Optional accessories can include external keyboard/
mouse, monitors, foot switches, microphones, and more.
• Other REACH packages and components available based
on connectivity preferences/requirements
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